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Deliverables

Demonstrators, pilots, prototypes (17)

Formal representation of the legislation V1
Linked Data representation of the legislation and development of re-usable and extensible policy templates (T2.2).

Final release
The final release will incorporate all feedback from the inhouse robustness testing (T3.6), pilot evaluations (T5.1, T5.2), and hacking challenges (T5.3).

Pilot implementations and testing plans V1
The first pilot release will focus on privacy preserving data processing and aggregation functionality based on D3.2 & D4.1.

Policy Language V2
Development of the Policy Language syntax and algorithms to synthesise policies for derived data (T2.1).

Transparency and Compliance Algorithms V2
Development of transparency and compliance algorithms (T2.4) to assure that any data processing is inline with the policies and the legislation (T2.1, T2.2), and to provide synthesis of policies for mined and aggregated data based on the user context, on top of the designed transparency framework (T2.3).

Transparency & compliance release
This release provides more mature components mainly the transparency components from T4.5 but also the improvements resulting from work in T3.3 and T3.4.

Formal representation of the legislation V2
Linked Data representation of the legislation and development of re-usable and extensible policy templates (T2.2).

Transparency dashboard and control panel release final release
The final release will incorporate all feedback from the inhouse robustness testing (T4.4), pilot evaluations (T5.1, T5.2), and hacking challenges (T5.3).

SPECIAL Website Setup
The SPECIAL website creation and release

Policy Language V1
Development of the Policy Language syntax and algorithms to algorithms to synthesise policies for derived data

**Transparency and Compliance Algorithms V1**
Development of transparency and compliance algorithms (T2.4) to assure that any data processing is inline with the policies and the legislation (T2.1, T2.2), and to provide synthesis of policies for mined and aggregated data based on the user context, on top of the designed transparency framework (T2.3).

**Transparency dashboard and control panel release V1**
This release will include policy and event data visualisation (T4.1) and system interaction (T4.2).

**Transparency dashboard and control panel release V2**
This release includes improvements to the policy and event data visualisation (T4.1) and system interaction (T4.2) and new visualisations to support the transparency and compliance functionality (T4.1 & T4.2).

**Initial setup of policy aware Linked Data architecture and engine**

**Policy & events release**
This release provides more mature components mainly the policy and synthesis management ones (outcomes of T3.4 on which WP3 first focuses). It will also integrate the progress made in the authentication and authorisation (T3.3).

**Transparency Framework V1**
Design of an immutable record of data transactions/transformations, associated to Linked Data access/usage policies (T2.3), which are outcomes of T2.1 and T2.2.

**Transparency Framework V2**
Design of an immutable record of data transactions/transformations, associated to Linked Data access/usage policies (T2.3), which are outcomes of T2.1 and T2.2.

**Documents, reports (19)**

**Use case scenarios V2**
Document detailing the use cases and data sharing scenarios provided by SPECIAL partners (T1.1).
The second pilot release will extend the data processing and aggregation pilots with transparency and compliance functionality based on D3.4 & D4.3.

The results of the public challenges (T5.3) will be documented and used to inform future releases of the platform (D3.6, D4.5).

This document will include details on the policy and transparency considerations of the use case, and the compliance requirements against policies.

This document will set the basis for the SPECIAL consortium involvement in events/workshops (T6.2.1) and standardisation activities (T6.2.2).

This report will collect the inputs from the reference group and the efforts of the community group (T6.2.2).

The results of the public challenges (T5.3) will be documented and used to inform future releases of the platform (D3.4, D4.3, D3.6 & D4.5).

Report on technical requirements and challenges (T1.4) that arise in extending the BDE architecture to cope with all privacy-aware SPECIAL requirements while assuring scalability and security.

This document will include details on the policy and transparency considerations of the use case, and the compliance requirements against policies (T1.3).

This report will present the findings of the pilots and future implementation plans by the industry partners and beyond.

Report on technical requirements and challenges that arise in extending the BDE architecture to cope with all privacy-aware SPECIAL requirements while assuring
scalability and security.

Frontend Scalability and Robustness testing report V1
The results of the usability testing (T4.4) will be documented and used to inform future releases of the platform (D4.3 & D4.5).

Use case scenarios V1
Document detailing the use cases and data sharing scenarios provided by SPECIAL partners

Pilot implementations and testing plans V3
The final pilots will be delivered at the same time as D3.6 & D4.5 and will incorporate all feedback from the inhouse robustness testing, pilot evaluations and hacking challenges.

Usability testing report V2
The results of the usability testing (T4.4) will be documented and used to inform future releases of the platform (D4.3 & D4.5).

Backend Scalability and Robustness testing report V1
The results of the scalability and robustness testing (T3.6) will be documented and used to inform future releases of the platform.

Legal requirements for a privacy enhancing Big Data V1
Report providing details of all legal and ethical considerations (T1.2), as a main input for the SPECIAL privacy-aware platform

Scalability and Robustness testing report V2
The results of the scalability and robustness testing (T3.6) will be documented and used to inform future releases of the platform (D3.4 & D3.6).

Open Research Data Pilot (1)

Quality, risk and data management plan
An evolving plan that describes the data management life cycle for the project data to be collected and processed along with quality and risk management procedures
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